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Executive Summary 

In December 2016, 21st Century Fox announced its intention to buy out Sky Plc. This marked a 
renewed attempt by Rupert Murdoch and his family to consolidate their control of Sky, following an 
aborted attempt in 2011. Since the announcement, concerns have been raised both within and 
outside of Parliament regarding the potential impact of the  merger on news plurality in the UK.   

These concerns are linked to, but separate from, ‘fit and proper’ concerns against the backdrop of 
the phone hacking scandal embroiling Rupert Murdoch’s newsrooms (which prompted withdrawal 
of the first bid in 2011), and the string of public and police inquiries that followed. They are also 
linked to, but separate from, concerns about the editorial independence of Sky News, one of only 
two British television news channels with an average monthly audience reach of 10 million. 

This report, produced by the Media Reform Coalition in conjunction with Avaaz, does not engage 
directly with those wider questions but focuses exclusively on the issue of plurality. In its submission 
to Ofcom in 2011, News Corp based its optimistic account of news plurality on the emergent 
phenomenon of multi-sourcing, suggesting that consumers increasingly use multiple sources for 
news and information both within and across platforms. But Ofcom data shows that, in fact, there 
has been a marked decline in news multi-sourcing at the wholesale level, with just 38 percent of 
consumers using 3 or more providers across platforms in 2015, compared to 53 percent in 2010.   

The other key trend revealed in this report is that, since 2011, there has been no material change to 
the wholesale news market shares of both Sky and News Corp/News UK within the platforms that 
they operate.  And whilst print circulation of News UK titles has declined in line with other 
newspapers, the overall reach of News UK has increased substantially as a result of online growth. 
Since relaxing its paywall in 2015, the Sun has increased its traffic by more than 162 percent, and is 
now the fourth biggest online news provider. 

Finally, we reflect on recent research which suggests that the available data used by Ofcom 
significantly understates the agenda influence of News UK over broadcasters and the reach of Sky 
News online. Research by Cardiff University on coverage of the 2015 general election demonstrates 
the influence of national newspapers – and News UK titles in particular – over the issue agenda of 
broadcasters including the BBC. As for online news, research conducted for this report shows that 
Sky is by far the most widely featured news source on Yahoo’s UK news page (itself one of the 
leading online news websites), accounting for over 25 percent of articles in February 2017 and over 
50 percent of headlines. 

Ultimately, there is no singular or definitive yardstick for measuring plurality or the potential impact 
thereon of any given merger. The policy decision on whether to intervene must necessarily be based 
on an assessment of risk. In 2011, a decision was taken by the then Secretary of State to refer News 
Corp’s bid to Ofcom on plurality grounds, and Ofcom subsequently raised concerns with the deal 
based on their review. This report demonstrates that if we are to accept the logic of those decisions, 
then there are considerably more grounds for intervention in the current bid than there were in 
2011.  

We also know that Rupert Murdoch and his executives continue to enjoy unrivalled access to the 
most senior figures within government. Between April 2015 and September 2016, for instance, they 
met with either the Prime Minister or Chancellor on at least 10 occasions1, a figure that dwarfed all 
other private sector companies or individuals. In his 2012 report into the ethics and practices of the 

                                                           
1
 Media Reform Coalition (2017). Murdoch’s lobbying efforts are increasing, new analysis finds. Retrieved from 

http://www.mediareform.org.uk/featured/murdochs-lobbying-efforts-increasing-new-analysis-finds  

http://www.mediareform.org.uk/featured/murdochs-lobbying-efforts-increasing-new-analysis-finds
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press, Lord Leveson was especially concerned about these contacts between media executives and 
ministers, remarking that  

The media are highly skilled, at the level of some proprietors, editors and senior executives, 
at subtle and intuitive lobbying in the context of personal relationships and friendships.2 

The proposed deal will only exacerbate the risk to plurality and democracy posed by this kind of 
disproportionate access, as well as the existing market power and wider agenda influence wielded 
by the Murdoch family.  

In summary, this report raises serious concerns that the proposed merger will undermine news 

plurality. It will result in the merged entity being the only news and media provider present on all 

four media platforms at the wholesale level, with a significant presence across them. In particular, 

the merged entity will effectively become 

 The largest newspaper provider 

 The third largest TV news provider 

 The second largest provider of radio news content 

 The fourth largest online news provider 

These prospective rankings are no different to the situation in 2011 and if anything, the overall 

picture of news plurality has worsened since then (taking into account the decline in multi-sourcing).   

This report demonstrates why,  under the current legislative framework, there is an unprecedented 
case for intervention by both the Secretary of State and competition authorities on plurality 
grounds. And it strongly suggests that should the deal be allowed to progress, it will result in an 
unparalleled accumulation of media power in the hands of one family, posing a grave threat to 
media plurality in Britain for generations to come. 

 

Methodology 

Our analysis starts from Ofcom’s two-pronged definition of why media plurality matters. As stated in 
its review of media ownership rules in November 2015:  

Media plurality makes an important contribution to a well-functioning democratic society 
through:  

 informed citizens who are able to access and consume a wide range of viewpoints 
across TV, radio, online and print media from a variety of media organisations; and  

 preventing too much influence over the political process or public opinion being 
exercised by any one media owner.3 

In line with Ofcom, our focus is also restricted to news and current affairs. This is not to negate the 
potential significance of other genres and other cultural industries. But the news is central to 
questions of media plurality because of its immediate connection to the way in which issues and 

                                                           
2
 Leveson, B. (2012). An Inquiry into the Culture, Practices and Ethics of the Press: Executive summary. 

Retrieved from http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20140122145147/http://www.official-
documents.gov.uk/document/hc1213/hc07/0779/0779.pdf  
3
 Ofcom (2015). Media ownership rules review. Retrieved from 

https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0027/51867/morr_2015.pdf  

http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20140122145147/http:/www.official-documents.gov.uk/document/hc1213/hc07/0779/0779.pdf
http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20140122145147/http:/www.official-documents.gov.uk/document/hc1213/hc07/0779/0779.pdf
https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0027/51867/morr_2015.pdf
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problems that affect society as a whole are defined, and the extent to which they impact on the 
public or policy agenda.  
 
We focus on national and international news since this is the market in which both Sky and News UK 
operate. And we focus on wholesale, as opposed to retail news provision4 on the basis that plurality 
concerns are ultimately about the power of voice – a concept that is mostly closely captured in 
media terms by the editorial control of news production. Accordingly, we also consider contextual 
research that sheds further light on the inter-media agenda influence of the press, and the reach of 
Sky news on third party platforms. 

We have also modelled our approach partly on Ofcom’s plurality measurement framework5, with an 
emphasis on consumption metrics (reach and market share) and drawing on data produced by 
standard industry auditors including the Broadcasters Audience Research Board (BARB); Radio Joint 
Audience Research (RAJAR); Audit Bureau of Circulations (ABCs) and Comscore. For each sector we 
compare data from 2010 (which formed the basis of Ofcom’s report on the public interest test in 
2011) with either 2015 or 2016, depending on the latest available data. 

Finally, we consider the merged entity post-transaction to include News UK. Although 21st Century 
Fox and News UK were structurally disintegrated in 2013, Rupert Murdoch and his family retain 
control over both companies. 

  

                                                           
4
 a distinction adopted by Ofcom to account for the difference between news producers and those outlets that 

merely carry news produced by others 
5
 Ofcom (2015). Measurement framework for media plurality. Retrieved from 

http://stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/binaries/consultations/media-plurality-
framework/summary/Media_plurality_measurement_framework.pdf  

http://stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/binaries/consultations/media-plurality-framework/summary/Media_plurality_measurement_framework.pdf
http://stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/binaries/consultations/media-plurality-framework/summary/Media_plurality_measurement_framework.pdf
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I. Television  

As in 2011, television news remains dominant among the platforms, reaching 67 per cent of the 
general population. The audience of Sky News has declined marginally in line with other television 
news providers, from just under 10 per cent of the viewing population in 2010 to just under 9 per 
cent in 2016. But its share of national and international news viewing has remained constant, 
attracting 6.5 percent of viewing in 2015 compared to 6.3 percent in 2010. 

Figure 1 - Proportion of viewing to national/international news by channel group 

Source: BARB. Network programming based on 4+ area filter. 

 

Although the BBC has seen a further increase in its dominant share of the television news market, 
this should be considered in plurality terms alongside what Ofcom call ‘contextual factors’. These 
include the BBC’s widely recognised internal plurality fostered by the editorial autonomy of different 
news programmes; its unique structure of governance; and its stated commitment to impartiality 
and diverse news programming that extends beyond the broadcasting code.  

But more crucially, the BBC’s dominance must also be considered in the context of inter-media 
agenda influence and especially the influence of the press. Television news has long been thought to 
play a subordinate role to newspapers in the news agenda but recent research by Cardiff University 
suggests this deference remains strong, even in a 24 hour news cycle.6  

The research focused on reporting during the build up to general election in 2015 and found that 

newspapers played a defining role in shaping the television news agenda, including the BBC. 

Although the BBC was considered less vulnerable to press agenda influence compared to Sky, ITV 

and Channel 5, over half of its news policy items within the sample were traced to prior publications 

in national newspapers.  

                                                           
6
 Cushion, S., Kilby, A., Thomas, R., Morani, M., & Sambrook, R. (2016). Newspapers, impartiality and television 

news: Intermedia agenda-setting during the 2015 UK general election campaign. Journalism Studies, 1-20. 
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Table 1 - Percentage of all television news policy items published in newspapers prior to being 

aired, 30 March to 6 May 2015 

BBC ITV Sky News Channel 4 Channel 5 

51.6 60.9 63.3 51.6 56.6 

Source:  Cushion, S., Kilby, A., Thomas, R., Morani, M., & Sambrook, R. (2016). Newspapers, impartiality and 
television news: Intermedia agenda-setting during the 2015 UK general election campaign. Journalism Studies, 
1-20 

 

And of these,  a greater proportion were attributable to News UK titles compared to any other 
publishing group. 

Table 2 - Percentage of television policy items previously published in newspapers by title 

Source : Ibid. 

 

Qualitative research undertaken also suggested that most senior TV news editors were happy to 

share the news values of newspapers and acknowledged, at times, that broadcasters follow the 

agenda of newspapers. A typical quote came from the BBC’s political news editor, Katy Searle: 

Do I accept that we follow a newspaper agenda? Sometimes. I think it’s true today as it 
would have been during the [general election] campaign. There is, as you’ll know, the feeding 
off each other kind of mentality a little bit because if someone’s going to get a story, if it 
stands up, you’re going to look at it. But I hope that that is the same as the other way round. 

 
 

  

 BBC ITV Sky 
News 

Channel 
4 

Channel 
5 

TOTAL 

News UK  
(The Times/Sunday Times/Sun/Sun on Sunday) 

28 27.4 24.2 20.5 23.7 25.2 

The Daily Telegraph/The Sunday Telegraph 18 19.5 24.2 25 19.7 20.8 

The Independent/Independent on Sunday 14.7 14.2 13.2 15.9 14.5 14.5 

The Guardian/Observer 11.3 10.6 13.2 15.9 15.8 12.9 

Daily Mirror/Sunday Mirror 10 10.6 9.9 10.2 13.2 10.6 

Daily Mail/Mail on Sunday 10.7 9.7 8.8 8 6.6 9.1 

Daily Express/Sunday Express 7.3 8 6.6 4.5 6.6 6.8 
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II. Radio  

Assessing news plurality on radio is particularly difficult given the variety of formats and radio’s 

more ambient presence in daily routines compared to television, print or online. Most news on the 

radio is consumed not selectively by listeners but as relatively short bulletins in between music 

playlists or other programming. However, in its 2011 report on the public interest test, Ofcom 

attributed the listening audience reach and shares of commercial radio stations to Sky, as the 

wholesale provider of bulletins to the sector.7 As with television, Sky’s reach on radio remains 

unchanged on 2010, with 65 percent of the listening population tuning into commercial radio 

stations on a regular basis. Its market share is also unchanged with commercial radio stations 

attracting 43.6 percent of listening in 2010, and 43.9 percent in 2016.  

Figure 2 - Market share of wholesale radio news in 2010 and 2016 

Source: RAJAR all adults 16+ Q3 2010 & Q4 2016 

 

In its 2015 news consumption report, Ofcom noted that “we no longer consider it appropriate to 
aggregate all use of commercial radio for news to Sky as a wholesale provider”. This reflects the 
added complexity that a number of commercial radio stations produce their own news as 
supplementary to the bulletins produced by Sky. Consequently, Ofcom now considers the two 
largest commercial radio groups – Global and Bauer – to be wholesale news providers.   

Based on this approach, a comparison with 2010 suggests that Sky’s share of the wholesale radio 
news market has shrunk from 15.9 percent in 2010 to 9.2 percent in 2016. But this does not capture 
the enduring reach of Sky’s news content on Global and Bauer stations. 

                                                           
7
 Ofcom (2011). Report on public interest test. Retrieved from 

https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0017/81413/public-interest-test-report.pdf  
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III. Print and online  

Since 2010, the print circulation of Rupert Murdoch’s newspapers has declined by 35.8 percent 
which is just under the average rate for the market as a whole. However, they still have a weekly 
combined reach of over 14.5 million and a dominant market share of 34 percent.  

Figure 3 - Shares of national newspaper circulation by publishing group 

Source: ABCs average weekly circulation (dailies x6 +Sundays), October 2010 vs October 2016 

 

The decline in print news circulation is more than eclipsed by the rapid growth of News UK titles 

online, especially since the Sun relaxed its digital paywall in 2015. In the year to September 2016, its 

online audience increased by a staggering 162 percent.8  It now claims to be the second biggest UK 

newspaper online.9  

Calculating market shares of online news is considerably more difficult not least because of the vast 
numbers of news websites that are accessible. However, recent data has shown that despite the 
‘long tail’ of online news distribution, the majority of news consumption is concentrated around a 
relatively small number of established news brands. In 2015, data collected by the market research 
agency Similarweb showed that the top 10 publishers accounted for more than two thirds of all 
online news consumption in the UK.10 

                                                           
8
 F. Mayhew (2016, 20 October). Digital ABCs: The Sun shines beyond the paywall with web traffic up 162 

percent year on year. Press Gazette. Retrieved from http://www.pressgazette.co.uk/digital-abcs-the-sun-
shines-beyond-the-paywall-with-web-traffic-up-162-per-cent-year-on-year/  
9
 D. Ponsford (2017, 20 February). The Sun cites Comscore data to say it is now the number two UK newspaper 

online. Press Gazette. Retrieved from http://www.pressgazette.co.uk/the-sun-overtakes-mirror-to-become-
number-two-uk-national-newspaper-website-comscore-data/  
10 Similarweb. Top UK media publishers and publications – ranked for 2015. Retrieved from 

https://www.similarweb.com/blog/index-top-u-k-media-publishers-and-publications-of-2015  
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http://www.pressgazette.co.uk/the-sun-overtakes-mirror-to-become-number-two-uk-national-newspaper-website-comscore-data/
https://www.similarweb.com/blog/index-top-u-k-media-publishers-and-publications-of-2015
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In its 2011 report on the public interest test, Ofcom calculated online news market shares based on 
the total UK page views and browsing minutes attributed to the top 50 news websites. We have 
taken a similar approach based on the latest available data from Comscore, and figures 4 and 5 show 
the top 10 wholesale news providers in 2010 and 2016 respectively. Although the comparison 
should be treated with caution (given changes in methodology and data collection agency), the 
figures indicate that the top four wholesale news providers by market share remain unchanged on 
2010, as does News Corp/News UK’s ranking within them.  

Figure 4 – Share of page views and minutes to top 50 websites by wholesale news provider, 2010 

Source: Nielsen, home and work panel, applications included, all people aged 2+, October 2010 

Figure 5 - Share of page views and minutes to top 50 websites by wholesale news provider, 2016 

Source: Comscore Key Measures November 2016 (filtered to exclude specialist, consumerist and local/regional 
focused news sites in order to mirror Nielsen sample criteria). 
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However, these figures do not account for Sky’s reach on third party platforms such as Youtube 
where it has a considerable presence including a live news feed.  It also produces a substantial 
proportion of news content on Yahoo which has the ninth biggest share of the market by page views 
and the fourth biggest by browsing minutes. According to research conducted for this report, more 
than a quarter of articles featured on Yahoo’s UK news page over February 2017 were produced by 
Sky, a significantly greater proportion than any other wholesale provider. Sky also accounted for, on 
average, more than half of the top five headlines.  

Figure 6 - Share of articles on Yahoo UK News home page by wholesale news provider, February 

2017 

Source: Media Reform Coalition. Data collected from daily ‘snap shots’ either in real time or sourced from 
https://archive.org/web (includes all articles in main area and sidebar but not rotating articles in slider 
feature).  
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III. Cross platform 

Since 2013, Ofcom has been measuring cross platform news consumption using consumer market 
surveys. One indicator that has particular resonance for plurality relates to multi-sourcing - a 
phenomenon frequently associated with the ‘long tail’ of online news where users have access to an 
ever-widening horizon of sources.  In its submission to Ofcom’s consultation following the first 
proposed merger in 2011, News Corp remarked that  

The dynamic media environment, in the UK and internationally, in particular the increasingly 
important role played by the internet, is leading to a much more plural media environment in 
which consumers can and do easily access a multitude of news sources.11 

 The government similarly remarked in its own response to a 2014 parliamentary inquiry that 

Consumers actively multisource – such that the large majority of individuals consume a range 
of different news sources.12 

However, such optimistic accounts have not been borne out by Ofcom’s data which show a decline 
in multi-sourcing at the wholesale level. Only 38 percent of consumers were using 3 or more 
providers in 2015 compared to 53 percent in 2010. And whilst the proportion relying on just 1 or 2 
sources was less than half in 2010 (47 percent), it was a clear majority in 2015 (59 percent).  

Sources: Ofcom (2011). Report on the Public Interest Test. Retrieved from 
https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0017/81413/public-interest-test-report.pdf.  
Ofcom (2015). News Consumption Report 2015. Retrieved from https://www.ofcom.org.uk/research-and-data/tv-

radio-and-on-demand/tv-research/news-consumption-2015 
 

                                                           
11

 News Corporation (2011). Response to Ofcom Invitation to Comment on Measuring Plurality Across Media. 
Retrieved from http://stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/binaries/consultations/measuring-plurality/responses/news-
corporation.pdf  
12

 DCMS (2014). Media ownership and plurality consultation report: Government response to the House  
of Lords Select Committee on Communications Report in Media Plurality. Department for Culture  
Media and Sport. Retrieved from http://www.parliament.uk/documents/lords- 
committees/communications/Mediaplurality/Governmentresponse.pdf   
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http://stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/binaries/consultations/measuring-plurality/responses/news-corporation.pdf
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In terms of cross market share, Ofcom uses  a bespoke measure based on the ‘share of references’ 
to news brands  across platforms . The available data for this measure comes from the 2011 public 
interest report, and the three news consumption reports Ofcom has produced since 2013. As table 3 
shows, although there has been little change in the shares attributed to both Sky and News 
Corp/News UK since 2013, there was a significant fall between 2010 and 2013. This may be 
attributable to changes in methodology and in particular, the inclusion of Bauer and Global as 
wholesale news providers. It is also worth noting that this fall in cross-market share is out of step 
with the data within platforms produced by the recognised industry auditors.  
 

Table 3 – Ofcom’s share of references for wholesale news providers, 2013-2015 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Ofcom News Consumption Reports, 2013-2015 

 

There are a number of other reasons, in our view, why cross-platform measures should be treated 
with particular caution. For one thing, in their exclusive reliance on consumer market survey data, 

 2011 2013 2014 2015 

BBC 37 44 43 44 

ITN 12 14 12 11 

Sky 10 7 7 6 

Global Radio  4 3 4 

DMGT 5 4 4 4 

News Corp/News UK 12 4 4 3 

Trinity Mirror 4 2 2 2 

Guardian Media Group 3 1 1 2 

Northern & Shell 3 1 1 1 

Telegraph Media Group 2 1 1 1 

Lebedev Foundation 1 1 1 1 

Bauer  1 2 1 

Other 11 15 19 22 
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they are bound to over-emphasise brands on television (still the dominant platform for news), as 
argued by Professor Steven Barnett in 2013.13 

They are also acutely vulnerable to distortions that can result from social desirability bias 
(respondents emphasising brands that are considered more socially acceptable) and/or recall and 
awareness bias (respondents not accurately identifying the brands which they use regularly for 
news). The latter is especially significant in a digital news environment where content is increasingly 
disaggregated or co-branded (such as on Facebook’s Instant Articles).  

 

  

                                                           
13

 S. Barnett (2013). Is Ofcom’s “Share of References” Scheme Fit for Measuring Media Power? LSE Media 
Policy Project. Retrieved from http://blogs.lse.ac.uk/mediapolicyproject/2013/12/04/media-plurality-series-is-
ofcoms-share-of-references-scheme-fit-for-measuring-media-power/  

http://blogs.lse.ac.uk/mediapolicyproject/2013/12/04/media-plurality-series-is-ofcoms-share-of-references-scheme-fit-for-measuring-media-power/
http://blogs.lse.ac.uk/mediapolicyproject/2013/12/04/media-plurality-series-is-ofcoms-share-of-references-scheme-fit-for-measuring-media-power/
http://blogs.lse.ac.uk/mediapolicyproject/2013/12/04/media-plurality-series-is-ofcoms-share-of-references-scheme-fit-for-measuring-media-power/
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V. Conclusion 

The wholesale news market shares within platforms attributable to both Rupert Murdoch and Sky 
remain materially unchanged since 2010. Like the News Corp/Sky bid in 2011, the current proposed 
merger via Murdoch’s 21st Century Fox arm will make him the only person ever to control a 
substantial share of wholesale news provision on all the main platforms for news. Should the merger 
go ahead, he will effectively become the third biggest television news provider in the UK and the 
second biggest radio news provider, in addition to his present position as the largest and fourth 
largest provider of news in print and online respectively.  

The wholesale reach of Sky online is also considerably greater than what is captured by available 
data, given its strong presence on leading third party sites and news aggregators like Yahoo. And the 
influence of News UK titles over broadcasting agendas – especially the BBC – has been demonstrated 
in recent research on the 2015 election coverage.  This contextual evidence is especially prescient 
given Ofcom’s stated concern in its 2011 review for “the range and number of persons having 
control of media enterprises in the context of their ability to influence opinions and control the 
agenda”.14  

At a time when consumers appear to be accessing fewer rather than more news sources, this kind of 
dominance can only be regarded as an acute concentration of media power.  The risk is all the 
greater if we consider the second part of Ofcom’s two-pronged definition of why plurality matters: 
preventing too much influence over the political process being exercised by any single media owner. 
Recent research has shown that Rupert Murdoch and his executives already enjoy unparalleled 
access to the most senior figures within government, meeting regularly with the Prime Minister and 
Chancellor at a rate that dwarfs all other individuals or private sector organisations.  

Figure 7 - Most frequent visitors to 10/11 Downing Street, October 2015 to September 2016 

Source: Media Reform Coalition, February 2017 

 

                                                           
14

 This drew in turn on guidance provided by the Competition Commission’s 2007 report on BskyB’s purchase 
of 17.9% of ITV Plc, and the Court of Appeal’s subsequent judgement in that case. 
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What matters here is not just the reality of media market dominance, but also the perception of that 
dominance by politicians and policymakers. It is a perception that is unlikely to dampen amid 
consolidated control of Britain’s monopoly satellite platform and largest broadcaster by revenue.  

In its 2011 report on the public interest test, Ofcom made particular reference to the significance of 
Sky as the third largest television news provider, noting that “it has a significant ability to influence 
public opinion and the news agenda in audience terms given its presence and reach on TV and 
having built a strong presence in retail and wholesale news provision”. That condition still holds: 
television remains the most widely consumed medium for news and, if anything, Sky’s wholesale 
reach has extended further with the growth of news aggregators online.  

As for News UK, the decline in national newspaper circulation has not resulted in a net decline in its 
reach across platforms. Indeed, the spectacular growth of the Sun online over the last 12 months 
suggests that the company is set to increase its market share on digital news platforms.  

 


